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I learned a lot from this book, but it wasnt easy going - and I studied Economics in University. Finally I understand what Keynesian economics are
all about! The basics of economics are all covered here: Scarcity of resources, Supply and Demand, Markets, Macroeconomic fiscal policy and so
on. They are all presented in ways that can be understood by someone who hasnt had much exposure to Economics. But beware there are still
plenty of graphs and charts. They are unavoidable in economics. The authors favour free markets, democratic governments and strong moral and
cultural institutions. They are also in favour of globalisation and free trade as the best way to alleviate systemic poverty. They swim against the tide
of much popular sentiment that paints globalisation, as another form of tyranny against the poor. The book is also a healthy corrective to much
radicalised Christian thinking on economics that sees markets as evil drivers of materialism, and greed. I was impressed with their clear level
headed thinking with regards to issues like taxation, poverty, pollution, and the environment. They were cautiously optimistic and realistic with
regards to how an economy works. The epilogue gives some good practical advice of how to apply economic principles in a Christian
fashion.What was lacking from the book? Overall the book failed to convey a broad, holistic and distinctively Christian vision for economics.
While it did offer some Christian ideas these tended to be care for the poor and be good stewards of your resources. I wholeheartedly support
those things, but they arent the total picture. I would have preferred a look at economics through the lens of eschatology, that is through the lens of
the new heavens and the new earth: What is God going to do with the world? What kind of society is he going to create? How can I anticipate that
in my economic dealings with the world? The book was economically rich but theologically light. It also got a little dry in parts. Its also clear this
book was written before the major GFC meltdown of 2008. I wondered how much the authors viewpoints would have changed, or what they
would have said about these things.Overall it wasnt bad, but could have been a lot better.
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